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Globalisation is fundamentally changing the behaviours of both 

consumers and service providers of outsourcing

Outsourcing and globalisation

The outsourcing market is now mature - 84% of companies have outsourced IT
1

Despite achieving planned cost savings, 2/3 of companies are dissatisfied with the 

benefits of outsourcing

2

Globalisation will transform the way that financial services companies operate
3

Globalisation is also transforming the way that outsourcing service providers operate
4

Leading organisations will achieve greater value from outsourcing by creating 

an array of strategic partnerships that enable their transformation to globally 

integrated enterprises
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The quest for value continues despite 2 decades of evolution of 

outsourcing models

1990

“Despite the realisation of planned costs savings, two thirds of outsourcing 

clients today feel dissatisfied with the benefits of outsourcing”.  Ovum, April 08
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IBM's Institute of Business Value joined forces with the Economist 

Intelligence Unit to model future trends in Financial Markets

Sample:

 955 business leaders

 848 Financial 

Markets executives

 107 corporate clients

 35 countries

Together the IBM Institute of Business Value and the Economist Intelligence Unit 

developed a macroeconomic model to forecast future worldwide investable assets and 
how theses assets will shift between veteran and prospect markets through 2025
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Signs of the coming inversion in financial capital

As financial product consumption morphs worldwide, we can already see clear 

indications that the bulk of new opportunities will be found outside traditional veteran 
markets:

Prospect Markets

1
• Between 2005 and 2025, 60 percent of worldwide investable growth is 

expected to come from prospect markets

Indian Billionaires

2
• India now has the most billionaires among Asian nations, relegating 

Japan to second place

China‘s GDP

3
• China currently contributes more than one quarter of the world‘s GDP 

– and we expect its contribution to rise another 30 percent by 2025

Beyond BRIC

4
• Inversion is not just favoring the BRIC countries; the United Arab 

Emirates‘ economy experienced a 21 percent annual growth rate 

between 2002 and 2005, as compared to China‘s 18 percent CAGR.
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Americas Asia PacificEMEA

Inversion is underway in financial product creation capabilities as 

well
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• Developed nations' share of the worldwide 

population shrank from 33% to 20% 
between 1950 and 2007.

• By 2017 we anticipate the prospect 
markets will be providing over half of the 

financial markets qualified talent pool.

• For every one veteran market university 
graduate the prospect markets produce five.

• In 2006, China surpassed Londonand 

New York in IPO listings.

• The 2006 deal value of China's three 
largest exchanges totaled US$53 billion, 
surpassing London (US$48billion) and the 

combined US$46billon of the New York 
Stock Exchange and NASDAQ

• Some survey respondents already believe 

market centres such as Shenzhen could 
become as dominant as New York, London and 
Tokyo in less than twenty years.

Perceived Market Center Dominance by 2025
(Percentage of Survey Respondents)
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Based on the proportion of foreign sales, 

assets and shareholders, financial markets 
firms are less global than most industries

Becoming more global is an imperative – but how well 

does the reality match up for financial markets firms?
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The majority of financial markets 
executives agree that it is 
imperative to become more 
global

1

86 percent believe that 
globalisation will be an 
important factor in their firm's 
strategies within 5 years time

2
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Executives acknowledge their ability to operate as a globally 

integrated enterprise is limited

93 percent told us their firms are not operating in a globally integrated fashion

“We will become more global because it is 

very difficult to generate alpha growth in 
developed markets – we must find apha in 
emerging markets.” – Division Head, Capital Markets 

Firm, New York

“We are the greatest navel contemplators of 

all time, because we have made money 
hand over fist.  We are also the most 
introverted industry, keeping information 

proprietary. ” – Senior Strategist, Investment Bank, 

London
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So what does a Globally Integrated Enterprise look like?

The globally integrated enterprise

A company that fashions its strategy, 

management and operations in 

pursuit of the worldwide integration 

of production and value.  A globally 

integrated enterprise seeks to use 

the best resources from the best 

locations at the optimum time to gain 

a competitive advantage.

More than just global branding and global 

presence

• locates operations and functions anywhere in the world 

dependent on access to the right cost, skills and business 

envionment

• has management systems and governance working across 

borders

• has broken down local fiefdoms

• centralised power but with suitable local autonomy

• optimised globally, leveraging synergies and efficiencies 

across national boundaries

• can move people wherever they are needed by using  

consistent processes globally
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Outsourcing is a fundamental enabler for the globally integrated 

business

Outsourcing:

Connects companies with new ideas, information and expertise
1

Enables companies to leverage the global marketplace
2

Allows companies to choose the work they want to do and where to do it to drive the 

greatest profit

3

Helps companies meet current cost saving objectives
4

Results in substantial efficiency improvements
5
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Globally integrated enterprises can tap into the best hubs of 

skills and knowledge wherever they are located

Asian clothing 

manufacturers 

outsource 

design work to 

Italy

Global investment banks 

send derivatives 

processing to Dublin

Customer service centres in 

Nova Scotia handle warranty 

enquiries for U.S. shoppers

Asian chipmakers tap 

U.S. engineers for 

expertise U.S. radiologists 

send x-rays to 

Australia for 

analysis
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Globally integrated enterprises:

Are able to enter new markets and seize new business opportunities wherever they arise
1

Reach beyond developing nations to find cost efficiency and growth opportunities
2

Are open to the value and revenue opportunities that outsourcing can create
3

Expect outsourcers to be flexible enough to allow for competitive adaptation in response 

to changing market forces

4

Globally integrated enterprises position themselves to take 

advantage of resources and partners around the world
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How is globalisation affecting the outsourcing providers?

Late adopters of offshoring scrambling to catch up and establish critical mass
1

High GDP growth in India is changing market dynamics
2

Indian Pure Plays are expanding their breadth and depth of capabilities
3

Mergers and acquisitions to strengthen capabilities in a globalised world
4
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Comparison of outsourcing decision criteria

Decision Criteria For Traditional Outsourcing For the Globally Integrated 

Enterprise

Primary driver Cost reduction driven by economies

of scale

Cost reduction driven by value

creation

Measures of success Performance results, predictability,

service level agreements (SLAs)

Business transformation, innovation

Client-provider relationship Technology-based relationship Business-based strategic partnership

Risk/reward model Risks predominantly borne by client;

rewards shared by client and provider

Risks and rewards shared by client

and provider

Service delivery model Local resources and partners Globally diverse resources and

partners

Outsourced processes Non-core, back-office and customer

support functions

Core and non-core business functions

Skill access Access to a broad array of skills and

services from a single or few

providers

Access to specialised skills and

services from multiple providers

Contract Long duration; rigid terms Shorter duration; flexible terms with

option to renegotiate

Pricing Fixed cost structures tied to IT

performance

Variable cost structures aligned to

business outcomes
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Redefining business value through outsourcing – a case study

The challenge: a company eager to grow its customer base but challenged by an 

increasingly fragmented and redundant IT infrastructure

The company shed its entire network operation and back office business processes to focus on 
improving the customer experience

1

Cost savings from IT and business process consolidation facilitated the deployment of numerous 
differentiating systems

Customer-centric relatiionship management, self-service and behaviour prediction capabilites 
were enabled

In three years the company quadrupled its subscriber base and achieved one of the highest 
customer satisfaction ratings in the industry

4

2

3
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Embracing globalisation will be key to the future success of financial market organisations
1

Companies who focus on cost savings alone are likely to continue to be dissatisfied with the value they 

get from outsourcing

2

Service providers will continue to expand the breadth and depth of their globalisation capabilities via 

M&A activity

3

Successful outsourcing agreements will exploit the capabilities of service providers to facilitate their 

transformation to a globally integrated enterprise. 

5

Conclusion:

Outsourcing has changed for the globally integrated enterprise

Increased value will be secured through agreements where customers and service provider have 

aligned business goals leading to real sharing of risk and reward

6

Companies will rationalise their portfolio of service providers, concentrating on a smaller number of 

strategic partners with globalisation capabilities

4


